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Continuum of Care
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Educational Supports
General Communication
•Reduce stress
•Provide homework 
accommodations

•Plan for acute flares
•Plan for periods of remittance
•Plan for frequent absences and 
tardiness.

•Encourage student to avoid 
germs, clean tables, wash hands, 
etc

Students benefit from strong and 
proactive school communication

•Report abrupt changes: behavior, 
eating habits, or school performance
•Inform family of any communicable 
illness in classrooms
•Parents will inform school nurse of 
any health changes.

PANDAS: A New Frontier for Occupational Therapy Intervention Tona, Posner info@aspire.care
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Educational Supports
OCD

www.ASPIRE.care info@aspire.care

Perfectionism
•Understand school is trigger for 
perfectionism
•De-emphasize scoring, grading, 
checklists approaches
•Offer opportunities to redo, correct, 
adjust (seek input from provider)

Obsessions: 
•Special words/prompts to 
interrupt obsessive thoughts
•Allow spell check at times 
•Interruptive actions

Compulsions: 
•Alter work sequence
•Identify & substitute less 
disruptive behavior
•Timer for transitions
•Computer for erasing issues
•Space to release compulsions

Note: May need to consult with student’s 
provider & family on timing of 
accommodating compulsions and using 
strategies to reduce them. Typically, with 
PANS OCD,  CBT/ERP is not initiated 
during active flares
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Educational Supports
Anxiety
•Relaxation Techniques
•Late slip on file
•Safe Place
•Anytime Pass

Emotional Lability & Rage/Aggression
•Manage Environment
•Calming Techniques
•Safe Space
•Understand the impact OCD has on 
rage/aggressive behavior and the 
context of the medical condition
•Safety plan and all staff is trained

www.ASPIRE.care info@aspire.care

Work Refusal: 
•Identify reason/s underlying 
incomplete work – Remember, 
PANS symptoms can compound 
each other
•Distinguish the difference 
between Refusal and Inability to 
Complete
•Break work into manageable 
parts
•Provide frequent breaks
•Provide flexibility in 
expectations
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Educational Supports
Tics Fatigue
•Nurse Breaks
•Reading/Writing: Assistive 
Technology
•Vocal Tics: Less reading aloud
•Testing Modifications
•Do not penalize for tics
•Understand they may resemble 
shouting, or fidgeting, off-task 
behavior

•Set Breaks
•Healthy snack
•Late arrival/early departure

Urinary Frequency
•Low-key Bathroom Access
•Tracking

www.ASPIRE.care info@aspire.care

Mobility 
•Adaptive PE 
•Physical Therapy
•Field Trip accommodations

Fight or Flight Mode
•Safe Space
•De-escalation and non-confrontational 
strategies
•Need strong communication with family
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Educational Supports
Memory Sensory
•Extra Time
•Management: Lists, Timers, 
Calendars, 
•Repetition of information
•Review Time
•Recording devices
•Formula cards, open book tests
•Provide support for memory & 
recall – especially with multi-step 
tasks, finding new locations, oral 
directions

•Sensory Supports: proprioception, 
pressure, weighted vests, noise 
cancelling headphones, yoga ball
•Sensory Seeking: varying tactile 
input, fidget toys
•Sensory Defense: low light, quiet 
space

Executive Functioning
•Assignment books
•Homework Binder
•Long Term School Project Plans
•Projects broken down into 
segments

www.ASPIRE.care info@aspire.care
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Educational Supports
Language Dysgraphia
•Extra Time
•Assisted Technology
•Speech Therapy

•Keyboard/Assistive Technology
•Built-Up pencils
•Graph paper/raised line paper

Math
•Math Facts
•Formula Sheets
•Calculator 
•Extended Time, Shortened Assignments
•Manipulatives

ADHD
•Extended Time
•Frequent Breaks
•Exercise Breaks
•Redirection
•Written Directions
•Preferential Seating
•Fidget Tools

www.ASPIRE.care info@aspire.care
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CASE EXAMPLES - JOSIAH
Before - 10th Grade
•easygoing 
•always been a good student 
•many friends 
•takes mostly honors classes
•excellent in math

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care

•eye blinking tics
•erratic behavior
•anxious
•argumentative
•missed relatively easy questions on 
math tests
•developed obsessions - pacing, setting 
the volume button on electronics to 
multiples of 5, and having everything 
“just so.”
•suicidal, resulting in hospitalization

Following Flu suddenly developed
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CASE EXAMPLES - JOSIAH
Strategies and Supports
•Math supports 
•Academic accommodations: additional time, calculator, separate testing 
room
•Flexible attendance policy
•Counselor support and purposeful selection of peers for group work or 
activities
•Positive behavior, not focused on negative consequences
•Active monitoring of classroom dynamics to avoid exposure to triggering 
situations
•Health plan to monitor exposure to infection and adjust accordingly

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care
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CASE EXAMPLES - RAYMOND
4 year old with attention and 
behavior difficulties

•mild visual perceptual and 
fine motor issues, but no 
sensory processing problems. 
•began occupational therapy

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care

•mild OCD
•refused to don his socks and 
complained that the waistband of his 
pants hurt.

•demonstrated regression in drawing 
•no longer able to write the letters of 
his name legibly.

Later
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CASE EXAMPLES - RAYMOND
Strategies and Supports
•Strong home-school communication
•Sensory and fine motor activities
•Occupational and fine motor support and services
•Assistance with adaptive behavior tasks
•Positive behavior supports and antecedent management
•Choice-based activities

•Anticipation of high-anxiety situations and moments that may trigger 
challenging behavior
•Health plan to monitor exposure to infection and adjust accordingly

•Communication 

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care
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CASE EXAMPLES - LUCIA
Third Grade Girl

•no recent trauma, supportive 
family
•many friends
•no identified social problems
•easy going student
•loved school
•not overwhelmed by 
schoolwork

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care

•acutely school phobic. 
•intensely anxious every morning
•refused to get on the school bus, had 
to be driven to school. She crouched in 
the car, sobbing and clinging to the 
seat
•urinary issues: frequent accidents at 
school, constant need to use bathroom
•hard time completing schoolwork

Post Strep Infection
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CASE EXAMPLES - LUCIA
Strategies and Supports
•Flexible attendance in collaboration with healthcare team
•“Flash pass” for restroom use or counselor’s office
•Attendance plan: comforting positive routines around arrival (and 
dismissal)
•Consider prioritizing high-interest activities or classes for attendance
•Home-school communication system
•Recognize perfection may not be accomplished; reward approximate 
behavior

www.ASPIRE.carewww.ASPIRE.care
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